I. INTRODUCTION
Ada is a language of choice for reliable real-time systems, incorporating models of computation which are amenable for real-time analysis. A proposal exists to augment Ada with a fine-grained parallel model [1] , which can be made amenable for real-time analysis [2, 3] . This abstract overviews the model, its real-time support as well as some of the current open issues.
II. PROPOSED PARALLEL MODEL
The proposal to extend Ada with a fine-grained parallelism model is based on allowing an Ada task to execute a graph of non-schedulable units (similar to Cilk [4] or OpenMP [5] tasks), denoted tasklets [1] . Tasklets may be explicitly created by the programmer (using syntax for parallel loops and blocks) as well as implicitly by the compiler [6] . The model uses strict fork-join: tasklets can be spawned by other tasklets (fork), and need to synchronize with the spawning tasklet (join). This restriction, which may be seen as a disadvantage, allows safer programming, as scoping guarantees data access correctness. Tasklets execute within the semantic context of the enclosing task inheriting the properties of the task such as identification, priority and deadline. The proposed model also specifies the execution behavior of the graphs, based on a pool of abstract executors, which are required to serve the execution of tasklets while guaranteeing progress [3] . Although most likely executors will be OS threads, the definition allows other mechanisms to support this model. Tasklet execution by the executors is a limited form of run-to-completion, i.e., when a tasklet starts to be executed by one executor, it is executed by this same executor until the tasklet finishes, unless it blocks.
III. REAL-TIME SUPPORT
In the usual model for real-time programming in Ada, realtime tasks map one-to-one with Ada tasks. The parallel model follows the same approach, and thus the execution of the Ada task generates a (potentially recurrent) graph of tasklets (on a shared memory multiprocessor). As tasklets run at the priority (and/or with the deadline) of the associated task, to avoid priority inversion each Ada task (or priority) is provided with a specific executor pool, where all executors carry the same priority and deadline of the task and share the same budget and quantum. Tasklets run-to-completion in the same executor where they have started execution, although the executor can be preempted by higher-priority (or nearer deadline) executors, or even the same priority/deadline if the task's budget/quantum is exhausted. Together with the dispatching domain model of Ada [7] , where platforms can be divided in domains (a set of disjoint processors), and Ada tasks allocated to a specific domain (shared or not) the model allows flexibility to support the majority of the real-time models. Each graph of tasklets execute within the same dispatching domain. It allows for the tasklet graph to be represented as a DAG of sub-tasks as commonly used in the real-time systems domain, allowing for the multitude of existent analysis in the community. Moreover, the safety concerns which implied using a strict fork join model have another positive advantage, as allows to use the analysis methods for simpler fork/join and synchronous models.
IV. OPEN ISSUES AND ONGOING WORK
The integration of fine-grained parallelism in Ada is a very complex issue, with implications in all mechanisms of the language. Supporting real-time computing introduces further complexity. There are therefore many open issues, which have been recently discussed in a real-time Ada workshop [8] . Of these, several issues impact real-time support, such as execution time budgets, limited preemption models, or executor control. Moreover, currently no implementation exists of the complete proposal. The next step needs to be the implementation of the compiler support and executor runtime, even if for a reduced Ada profile.
